
Dissolution has occurred in the homeland; the country´s resources are depleted and there is turbulence in the society. The High Jarl has invit-
ed a group of brave people and has given them the opportunity to try their luck in a newly discovered group of islands. The islands are rich of 
natural resources and your task is to gain control of these resources from the Barbarian tribes currently occupying the area. The takeover is to 
be done in any way possible; through trade, religious conversion or direct conflict. If you manage to overtake areas peacefully, the Barbarians 
might join your clan and help you in your task. There are areas throughout the island that stand neutral against any invaders and there you 
can buy or sell resources & learn runes. During the game, your clan tries to build up their region and surpass their rivals with vast riches and 
wealth. At the end of the game, the winner is the Clan Leader who receives most glory, by gaining areas, building upgrades & collecting gold!

Game components
1 Game board
5 Player boards
120 Player cards
5 Reference cards
10 Point markers 50/100 & 150/200
45 Building upgrade tiles
5 Berserkur
5 Godi
5 Kaupmadur 

5 Knerrir
120 Wooden Resources
200 Disks
48 Runes tokens
20 Axe tokens
80 x 1 gold coin & 30 x 5 gold coins 
5 player glory markers 
1 Round marker
1 Starting player token

Overview 

Bardagi - the claim for gold, is a strategy game for 2 – 5 players, aged 10 and up. The aim of the game is to score more glory points than 
your rivals. You gain glory with occupied areas, claimed gold mines, building upgrades and the amount of gold owned at the game end. 
Each player’s glory status is always visible on his player board and moved up or down according to game development.

Players control four different units that each have their own special ability. How they choose to use their units during the game affects 
how the game will evolve; be it aggressive, passive or a mixture of both. In the end, your aim is simple: to be the player that gains most 
glory!



GAME SETUP

Start by placing the game board in the middle, 
between all participating players. There should 
be room for the player boards as well.

ROUND CHART

OCEAN MOVEMENT SQUARES

RESOURCE AREAS

Place all the resources at the side 
of the game board within reach. 

When unpacking the box for the first time, 
punch out all the upgrades from the player 
boards and all other tokens from the punch 
boards. Sort each of the upgrades into their 
3 types, making 2 piles of each level and 
shuffle each pile. Store each pile face down. 
  
Flip 3 x 1st level tokens & 2 x 2nd level tokens 
of each deck so they face up & lay down. Each 
building type pile should show three 1st level 
upgrades & two 2nd level upgrades, on top of 
a face down pile, that are available to be pur-
chased, when you have the right resources.
 
In a 2 & 3 player games - show only 2 x 1st 
level upgrades & 1 x 2nd level of each type. 

Place all types of the wooden goods tokens beside 
the board. 

Place the Axe tokens beside the board, face up.

Place the gold stack beside the board, within 
reach.

Use the plastic containers that are included in the 
box for wooden tokens and coins.

Put the Runes in a pile, face down, beside the 
board. Their effects can be seen on the Rune ta-
ble. Detailed information about the Runes can 
be found in the Runes section in this rulebook.

Each player receives 1 gold from the bank and one 
random Rune token from the Rune token pile. 

Give one reference table to each player, for easier 
and quicker game flow.

Game board setup

UPGRADES

Game tokens and items

2 - 3 Player board - WINTER



Available colours according to the number of 
players: 
2 players -   red & yellow. 
3 - 4 players - all colours except black. 
5 players - all colours.

In a 2 or 3 player game, you can either use the 
main board or the island map on the other side.

Choose the starting locations by taking one 
wooden disk of each of the available colours, 
shake them in your hand and drop one in front 
of each player. The received disk is the location 
and colour the Clan player will be playing during 
the game.

Alternatively, choose your own clan.

The home town of the players is the area in the 
player´s colour on the game board.

The starting player is the one who looks most 
like a Viking and he or she takes the Starting 
Player token.

The Starting Player token is passed to the next 
player on the left between rounds during the  
remaining of the game.

TRADE TABLE RUNE TABLE

PLAYER HOME AREAS, SHOWN IN PLAYERS COLOURS

PILE OF GOLD 
COINS

PILE OF Axe  
TOKENS

PILES OF WOODEN  
GOODS

PILE OF RUNES  
Face down

STARTING PLAYER TOKEN

2 - 5 Player board - SUMMER

Bardagi - the claim for gold can either been 
played within a given time limit or rounds,  
according to the number of players.

If played within time limits, the minimum time 
should be 30 minutes.

If played through rounds, place the round 
marker on the first space on the round chart. 
The game rounds varies between 7 to 10 rounds,  
depending on the number of players.   
See Playing time for more information.

Playing time

Starting Location



Player board & Cards
The Player board is where you manage your 
units; place gained recruits, upgrade your 
buildings and store your resources. The Player 
board represents your clans home town on the 
main map. This is your starting area and the 
centre of your soon to be wealthy dynasty! 

Your home town has three management areas: 
town area, unit buildings- and building upgrade 
areas and storage areas. Around it is a score track 
where glory points gained or lost during the game 
are managed.   

The town area is where players place their 
recruits during the Claim phase.  The buildings 
beside the town area each belong to the three 
different units each player controls during the 
game. The Virki, shown as a fortress on your 
player board, is the Berserkur (warrior) build-
ing, the Hof, shown as a temple on your player 
board, is the Godi (priest) building and the 
Verslun, shown as a store on your player board, 
is the Kaupmadur (merchant) building. Their 
active resources (Berserkur – warriors, Godi – 
devine powers & Kaupmadur – goods) are repre-
sented on the player board with wooden disks. 

During the game you receive resources (recruits, 
gold and goods) from the areas that you take 
over. The goods received are stored in your 
storage. 5 is the maximum storage space for 
each goods type, but that can be increased later 
through building upgrades.  

24 player cards - 6 of each type. 
Keep them near, all your action and movement throughout the game is done by laying down 

these cards, up to six in one turn; 1 card is 1 movement or action of the chosen unit type.

Place 6 disks on Verslun 
Represents six goods (any).

Place 6 disks on Hof 
Represents six divine powers.

Place 6 disks on Virki 
Represents six warrior units.

Your Units - Short overview. 
Your Clan has 4 units to control each turn; 

Each unit has 6 disks to use at the start of 
the game. These disks can be restocked by 
paying the number of goods shown on the 
unit buildings (Verslun, Hof & Virki).

Home Base: Virki (Barracks)

Re-fill cost: 4 meat

BERSERKUR
Moves: 1 square w/ 1 card

Home Base: Hof (Temple)

Re-fill cost: 4 wool 

GODI
Moves: 2 squares w/ 1 card

Home Base: Verslun (Store)

Re-fill cost: 4 hide 

KAUPMADUR
Moves: 2 squares w/ 1 card

Your disks

The Knerrir is only a sea transport unit and costs nothing to use, except cards.
Town area - New recruitments & Runes are placed & stored here.

Player board - Setup
Each player takes a player board and all units in 
the players colour; one Berserkur (warrior), one 
Godi (priest), one Kaupmadur (merchant) and 
the Viking ship, Knerrir. 

Take the card deck matching your colour, 6 
cards of each of the four units. Place the Player 
board in front of you.

Take all wooden disks in your colour and place 

6 disks on each of the three buildings (18 in total). The 
remaining 22 of the 40 disks are kept close to the player 
board within reach.
 
Now place the Berserkur, Godi and Kaupmadur on your 
home area on the main board, shown in player’s col-
ours. Place your Knerrir (Ship) on the harbour icon on 
the Player board. 
 
Place your glory points counting marker on the large 
shield on the scoring track. 



GENERAL PLAY

Bardagi is played in a number of rounds, 7 - 10 
rounds depending on the number of players.  
 
All movement, attack, upgrade, Rune usage, 
trade and other actions is done by laying 
down cards. 

1 action or movement - 1 card. 
 
Each round is divided into 4 Phases:  

1. Planning Phase - Choose your cards. 
Each player chooses 6 cards (6 actions) they aim 
to do this round from their whole deck. As an eas-
ier alternative, cards can be chosen during each 
players turn. Experienced players should choose 
8 cards after round 5. Cards are kept secret until 
played out. 

When all players have chosen their cards, 
each player, beginning with the starting player 
followed by the player to his left, do both of the 
following turn sequences: 

2. Action Phase - Execution. Lay down 
your chosen cards and resolve the card actions. 
All players in starting player order, continuing 
clockwise.  

3. Building Phase - After all players have 
done their turn this round.

Buy building upgrades, if you want & have the 
resources needed - starting player order. 

4. Claim phase 

A) Claim glory points according to areas owned, 
lost & overtaken - all players simultaneously. 

B) Claim resources, gold & recruitments for your 
areas, buy Axes at Barbarian camp - all players 
simultaneously. If an enemy Godi is standing on 
any of your areas, that area gives no resources. 
 
C) Place recruitments on unit buildings (accord-
ing to the disk limits) & Axe tokens on areas on 
the board as extra defence. Retake used cards, all 
cards are available to choose from each round.
Move the round marker 1 forwards. Next round.

Bardagi - the claim for gold is played in a number of rounds according to the number of players participating. Each round is divided into 4 
phases; planning, done by all players simultaneously, action, which each player does individually in starting player order, building, done 
in starting player order and claim that is done simultaneously by all players.

At the beginning of the game, all players start at 
their home area - the area on the game board in 
the player’s colour.

Players move their units out of the starting area 
and move them to the adjacent area of choice, 
according to the cards laid down.

IMPORTANT! 
ALL AREAS on the board (with the exception of 
sacred locations and sea squares) are considered 
occupied with at least ONE BARBARIAN UNIT!

This means that if a player wants to gain the re-
sources from an area, that area must be OWNED 
by the player; the area must have a disk in the 
player’s colour on the square to be able to receive 
resources from that area during the Claim phase.

To gain ownership of an area, players must over-
take them from the Barbarians OR from other 
players.

The beginning of the game. Your cards.

With each card you can;

The game rounds.

Each card counts as one action for that  
unit (Berserkur, Godi, Kaupmadur & Knerrir). 

Each turn, players can lay down up to 6 cards in 
any card type combination they want. Example: 

2 Berserkur cards, 2 Godi cards & 2 Knerrir 
cards OR six Berserkur cards. This would give 
you two actions for the Berserkur, two actions 
for the Godi & two actions for the Knerrir OR six 
actions for the Berserkur. 

In general, each action you want to do, costs 
you one card to activate. There is one exception, 
as the Kaupmadur can both do a trade & refill 
action with one card at his home area. 

You do not have to lay down all cards each 
turn, but at least ONE card must be laid down.  

Note! As an advanced option; when round 5 
starts, all players can choose 8 CARDS to use! 
This gives more options each turn, but lengthens 
play. Recommended for experienced players.

Berserkur
Move and / or attack.   
Refill your Berserkur disks.

Godi  
Move, convert, influence area, buy 
Runes, use Runes or remove Runes 
from areas.  
Refill your Godi disks. 

Knerrir 
Move - only a transport unit on sea 
routes. 1 card moves him 3 squares,  

Kaupmadur
Move, buy land, buy Runes at sacred 
locations, trade and refill all units at 
home areas. Trade in Villages.

Berserkur  
Overtakes areas with one more war-
rior unit (disks) than the opponent 
- if no disk is present on the area two 
disks would be needed to take over the 
area. If two enemy disks are present, 3 
disks would be needed to take over the 
area, 4 disks require 5 to overtake etc. 

Godi  
Can only convert areas occupied 
by Barbarians by using two divine 
powers (2 disks). Godi cannot convert 
areas owned by other players.

Kaupmadur  
Overtakes with trade. He can only buy 
land from Barbarian units by paying 
2 times the area resource (2 disks) of 
the given area. Kaupmadur cannot 
buy areas owned by other players.

Each unit type has 6 cards; 6 Berserkur cards, 
6 Godi cards, 6 Kaupmadur cards & 6 Knerrir 
cards - total 24 cards. 

GAIN OWNERSHIP - OVERTAKE AN AREA:

For more information about the units - see  
Berserkur - Godi - Kaupmadur & Knerrir 
sections.



    Here you can buy  
   Runes to aid you  
   on your way to Vic 
   tory! Kaupmadur &  
   Godi can both buy  
   Runes, but your Godi 
is the only unit that can use them. Runes give 
you more resources and/or can hinder other 
players. ONCE per turn, you can pay 2 gold and 
randomly draw 3 runes from the Rune pile. Godi 
or Kaupmadur need to be at a sacred location to 
buy. It then costs 1 action  & ONE divine power 
(disk, taken from Hof) for Godi to cast up to 2 
Runes on any area on the board. 
Sacred areas cannot be overtaken & owned.

Villages.  
Here your Kaupmadur can trade according to the trade table by 
using one action. If you overtake a Village area, you will gain 1 
extra disk (recruit) for any Village you own at the Claim phase!  
Place disks on your town area for recruitment to any of your 
unit buildings of choice; Virki, Verslun or Hof. A Village also gives 
you 1 glory instantly when overtaken from other players, but as 
with gold mines you lose 1 glory as well when lost to other players. 
Kaupmadur can trade with the “bank” at other players Villages, 
unless it has an Axe token, see Barbarian camp.

THE GAME BOARD  - AREAS & TOKENS

HOME AREA
This is your home area, everything you do on your player board 
takes place here. Your units start from this area. When you go on 
a sea journey on your Knerrir or your Kaupmadur wants to trade 
or when your Berserkur needs recruits for his mighty army (refill-
ing his disks on Virki) - they all need to go to your home area to 
carry out the action required. Home areas can never be attacked or 
entered by other players, except Kaupmadur. As an optional rule, 
he can force trade with other players at their home areas. See Kaup-
madur section for more information.

PRODUCTION AREAS
These are the areas you aim to overtake to gain resources (gold, 
goods and recruits). Each area is divided with a white borderline 
and they each give you one resource if you own the area in the 
Claim phase of each round.
  
From the woodcutting area you will gain timber. 
From the sheep area you will gain wool OR meat. From the cattle 
area you will gain hide OR meat.

These four resources are basic resources mostly used for receiving 
new units - filling unit buildings with more disks.

Around mountains, you can find:
Stone quarries, that give you stone. 
Gold mines that give you gold coins.
Iron ore mines that give you iron.

Gold mines are the only places that give you gold coins directly 
from the board. For each gold mine you own, you get 1 GOLD COIN.
When you take over a gold mine from another player, you gain 
1 glory extra instantly, on top of the normal one glory gained for 
owning an area during the Claim phase. The same way, you lose one 
glory instantly when you lose your gold mine to other players. 

Iron mines and stone quarries are mine resources and they are more 
valuable than the basic resources as you can trade one Iron or 
Stone for two of the basic resources during trade.

Berserkur can fight & overtake them with 
4 disks, 3 to overtake and 1 to claim. The 
reward: they join you and you receive 2 Axe 
tokens instantly to be placed, during the Claim 
phase, on areas of choice as extra defence.  Any 
area with an Axe token cannot be entered by 
opponent Godi or Kaupmadur and counts as 
+2 defence against opponent Berserks. When 
defeated, by using 2 more disks, the Axe token is 
removed from the board and the defence val-
ue of the area goes back to normal, according 
to disks present. During the Claim phase, you 
also have the option to buy 1 Axe token from 
each Barbarian Camp you own for 1 gold. If you 
overtake Barbarian Camp from other players, 
you will not gain Axe token instantly, you only 
have the buy option at the Claim phase.

SPECIAL AREAS

Knerrir starts and ends 
his sea journeys here. 
You count Knerrir 
movement from the 
harbour, so next sea-
route is counted as first 

The game board is divided into areas. Each area is shown with a white bordered line. When you 
move your unit, it counts as one move from one area to another. If the areas that you own are 
interconnected - all connected together, they are considered as one area. So even if your inter-
connected area is 3 by 3 areas in size, it still counts as one area, costing only one card to move 
through.   
As a general rule:  Rivers can only be passed over wooden- or land bridges. Mountains can never be 
passed, you can only walk around mountains, never over them or through them.

PAY 2 GOLD
GET 3 RUNESSACRED LOCATION

OVERTAKE - 4 DISKS
GET 2 AXE TOKENS

EXIT AND ENTRY 
POINT FOR YOUR KNERRIRHARBOURS

BARBARIAN CAMP

movement and ending on harbour counts as last 
movement. Moving your units from your player 
board harbour to land does not count as move-
ment. See Knerrir for more information.

The barbarians here  
do not attack you, but 
can block your way.
These areas can only be 
entered by your Ber-
serkur until overtaken.



resources; TRADE, gold & glory Goods

Iron Ore 
Mostly used for Building  
upgrades.  
Gained from Iron mine.

Meat 
Mostly used for Berserkur refill. 
Gained from Cattle and Sheep.

Hide 
Mostly used for Kaupmadur 
refill. Gained from Cattle.

Wool 
Mostly used for Godi refill.
Gained from Sheep.

Timber 
Mostly used for 1st level Building 
upgrades.  
Gained from Woodcutter. 

Stones 
Mostly used for 2nd level  
Building upgrades.  
Gained from Stone quarry. 

The aim of Bardagi - the claim for gold is to gain more glory points than your opponent. You do this 
by claiming the most areas, build the most building upgrades, overtake the most villages and gold 
mines and finally collecting as much gold as possible. As explained earlier, players gain goods,  
recruits and gold during the game in the Claim phase of each round, as well as glory. The player that  
currently is occupying the area, according to the colour of the disk present; gains that area’s goods, 
recruit, gold and glory.

RESOURCES
Areas on the game board are overtaken with direct attacks (Berserkur), conversion (Godi) or trade 
(Kaupmadur). When the area has been claimed by you, it is marked yours with a disk in your 
colour. At the end of each round comes the Claim phase. Then players receive resources (goods, re-
cruits or gold) for their area. Gained goods are placed on the corresponding storage slots on your player 
board. The maximum is 5 resources of the same type on each storage. This can be increased through 
building upgrades. 
If by any chance you already have the maximum amount of goods of any given type, you cannot receive 
more this round!  
REFILL, TRADE & UPGRADE BUILDINGS
With the goods stored on your player board, you can use them for 3 main tasks:

Refill your disks on the unit buildings - Virki, Verslun & Hof  
During the game, these disks will be depleted; you use them to attack other areas, con-
vert barbarians, cast Runes & buy land. Each of your units can refill their own disks and  
Kaupmadur can also refill any other unit’s disks. Each refill costs one action. The cost for each 
refill in resources is shown on the corresponding unit building on your player board; 
 
Virki - 4 meat, Hof - 4 wool and Verslun - 4 hide.

Upgrade the unit buildings - Virki, Verslun & Hof 
During the Build phase you might want to upgrade your buildings. The upgrades give you 
some unit advantages as well as glory when build. There are two building upgrade types for 
each of the 3 buildings; 1st level upgrade & 2nd level upgrade.  
You pay for upgrades with resources; 1st level upgrades cost 3 wood, 1 iron & 1 gold. 2nd level 
upgrades cost 3 stone, 2 iron & 2 gold. Note that each upgrade enables you to receive more 
disks when refilling the upgraded unit. Building upgrades are to be placed in the empty slots 
to the right of the selected building on your Player board. It is required to first build one 1st 
level upgrade before you can build a 2nd level building of that type.  
See Building upgrades for more information.

Trade
Your Kaupmadur is the only unit that can trade the resources received and stored on your 
player board. He can either trade one resource for another resource or resources for gold.  

You can only trade 1 gold for 2 basic goods OR 1 gold for 1 mine good. 

All trade is done according to the Trade table, shown on the corners of the board. The Trade 
table shows you two columns, one group including the four basic resources; timber, hide, wool 
and meat & the other column shows you iron & stone.  Stone & Iron are more valuable than the 
other four; timber, hide, wool & meat.

In each column the resources are divided by an arrow. The arrow shows you how many  
resources to the left you will need when traded in for the resources to the right. Trading with 
the same type goes both ways.

For example: if you need iron, you would have to trade in 2 of any combination of the 4 in the 
left group: 2 hide for one iron OR 1 hide & 1 wool for 1 iron. If you want gold you would have to 
trade in 4 of any combination in the left group for 1 gold coin. 8 of any combination would give 
you 3 gold coins. On the other hand, you would need 2 iron / stone OR one of each for one gold.



PLAYING TIME
TIME LIMIT 
Good for players with limited time or if they want more aggressive tactics. The minimum time limit though should not fall under 30 minutes, it 
takes time to evolve your dynasty to the point that you can actually start to collect gold, build building upgrades and claim more areas. In other 
words, the base to score glory points and win the game. The normal playing time is 90 - 120 minutes, depending on number of players.

PRE-SET NUMBER OF ROUNDS 
On the game board you can find the Round tracker. The spiral shows you how many rounds are in the game based on numbers of players, 7 to 10 
rounds. In the last round, all players finish their turn and at the end, points are scored. The highest scoring player wins! The last round occurs when 
the marker is on the island in front of the number of players currently playing, for example in a 4 player game, the last round starts when the round 
marker is on the number 5. This is because the round marker is moved at the end of the current round.

GOLD
This is what you are aiming for, to collect as much gold as possible! You gain gold from your Gold 
mines at the Claim phase. One gold mine gives you one gold coin. You have ways to increase this 
amount, for example by letting your Godi end his movement on a Gold mine (gaining +1 resource), 
cast a rune that increases the value or buy upgrades. A combination of some or all of these factors 
can give you much greater results. Gold coins should be kept secret during the game.
Small coin counts as ONE, larger coin count as FIVE.

Gold can be used when trading as mine good, if you need some specific resources for a refill or build-
ing upgrades you can spend ONE gold for ONE iron or stone or ONE gold for TWO timber, hide, wool or 
meat. Gold can also be used by Godi for two Rune related tasks:
- Spend 2 gold coins at a Sacred Location and draw 3 random Runes to keep. 
- Spend 1 gold at any location to remove a Rune placed there to eliminate its effect on the area.

To remove a Rune or buy one at Sacred Location, Godi has to be present on the area to use the ability. 
Note that Kaupmadur can also buy Runes at Sacred Locations. 
GLORY
That is what this is all about; to gain more glory than your opponents and receive the islands from The Jarl as a reward for being the player gaining the great-
est glory during the game. During the game, you gain 1 glory each round for each of the areas you own at the Claim phase. This will change during the 
rounds as you loose and gain areas.

Sources of glory points - Each round:
- 1 glory for each area owned - counted and added each round, during the Claim phase.
- 1 glory for each Village overtaken from players during turn. Instant reward. If a player loses a Village, he also loses 1 points. 
- 1 glory for each Gold mine overtaken from players during turn. Instant reward. If a player loses a Gold mine, he also loses 1 points. 
- 3 glory gained, each time a player builds his own 1st level building upgrade. Build phase.
- 5 glory gained, each time a player builds his own 2nd level building upgrade. Build phase.
- Any glory gained through upgrades; x amount or 1 glory for each area type owned.

Sources of glory points - End game
Trade in all your remaining resources to gold, according to Trade table. Then gain the following end game glory:
- 15 points gained at the end of the game for the player that has most gold. If tie, most mines owned, if tie, most villages, if tie - split the points, round down.
- 12 points gained at the game end for the player that owns most areas. If tie, most gold mines owned, if tie, most villages, if tie - split the points, round down.
- 1 point for each gold coin (5 for larger coin) at the game end.

More ADVANCED play OPTIONS
To give the game a little more strategic approach, players can include these optional rules (potential longer play time):

1) At the beginning of Round 5, ALL players can choose up to 8 cards they will be using this round! As before, they keep their chosen hand separated from 
the deck and cards cannot be changed during the round. What you have on the hand is what you play with, but the 2 for 1 discard rule still applies! After all 
players have chosen their 8 cards, the starting player then starts to lay down his hand and the round goes as normal.

2) Forced trade! Opponent Kaupmadur can trade with you at your home area as HE PLEASES. If he wants to trade his resources for your gold, you have to 
participate. Traditional trade rules apply. Players trade with their own resources. Bargains & free trade possible! This can be avoided by placing an Axe!



•	 Your only Attack & Defend unit and the only unit that can overtake all areas on the board.
•	 The Berserkur pawn is the group’s chief and he counts as four units. Berserkur can never enter 

other player’s home areas!
•	 Your Berserkur moves one area per card used - more cards, more moves.
•	 Berserkur can walk freely over ANY AREA without attacking and he can end his movement in 

an area not belonging to him. Areas owned by other players, with an Axe token, can never be 
passed through without conflict. 

•	 If he wants to attack an area he ends on, he simply uses an action & places his disks on the area.

Attacks: All areas. Moves: ONE area per card used.

SPECIAL ABILITY 
Counts as 4 battle units - disks. The only unit that can overtake  

Barbarian camp areas to gain Axe tokens. 

- Can attack all areas.
- Can attack & neutralize other players Berserkur.
- Counts as 4 units in defence on the area he is       
  occupying.
- Can recruit units, collect any number of disks        
  from areas or rearrange disks on board, with one   
  action, during his turn. 
- Can refill his own disks if present at home area.

SUMMARY

REFILL COST 4 x

BERSERKUR

1) Defeat Berserkur present (if any)
Attacker takes 5 disks from Virki, defender 4 (if able)
2) Defeat Axe tokens (if any) 
Attackers removes 2 disks per Axe, discard Axe tokens

3) Defeat the defenders ( disks present)
Attacker removes equal number of disks from Virki as 
present in the area.
4) Claim the area by placing one disk on the area

COMBAT (one card) - Attacker can always retreat to entry area without using action.

The one - more rule.
When Berserkur aims to overtake an area he only needs to have one more warrior (disk units avail-
able in Virki) than are currently occupying the area. 
Example: an area that has one disk on it (or no disk in case of a Barbarian area) would require you 
to use two disks to overtake it, an area with 2 disks would require you to use 3 disks to overtake the 
area etc. If you do not have enough disks in your Virki – you cannot overtake an area.

To overtake an area, as an attacker you remove all disks from the area and the same amount 
from your Virki – casualties of battle. Example: if an area has one disk on it (or no disk if it is a 
Barbarian area in the beginning of the game) you remove that disk and give it to the owner, then 
you must remove one disk from your Virki and place it in your pile of unused disks. Then you place 
one disk, taken from your Virki on the newly taken area to claim it. 

A successful overtake by a Berserkur on other player’s areas defended by a Berserkur figure is based 
on the normal one-more-rule as explained above. In this case, the attacker needs to defeat the de-
fensive Berserkur first before attacking the area.  
Example: A red players Berserkur figure is standing on an area that has one red disk as well. The 
blue player announces the attack and moving in his Berserkur figure from an adjacent area. He 
first attacks the enemy Berserkur, by removing 5 disks from his Virki. The red player defending, 
removes 4 disks from his Virki (if he has them) and he also removes his Berserkur figure from the 
attacked area and places it on his town area on his player board. Now that the Berserkur has been 
defeated and moved away, the blue player continues his attack as normal.

It is possible to defeat an enemy Berserkur this way, without claiming the attacked area. After the 
Berserkur has been neutralized, the attacker can retreat back to the area he came from. 
The defeated Berserkur can only be re-activated through a Virki disk re-fill action by the Kaupma-
dur. The re-activated Berserkur starts his movement from his home town area on the board.

Note! Any defensive Runes or Axe tokens present on an attack area are added to the defence strength 
of the defending area. After a new area has been claimed and overtaken, Berserkur can place any 
number of disks on the newly overtaken area as defence without using extra action. Extra defence is 
taken from the available disks on Virki. Each disk counts as one defence.

During your turn you can rearrange or remove ANY disks in your colour on the board by using one 
Berserkur card. You can strengthen defences by removing disks from one area to place on anoth-
er area. Note that you can only move disks that have already been placed down on areas OR use disks 
available on your Virki. You cannot take disks from other buildings (Hof or Verslun) to place on 
the board at will. You can also remove disks from the board with this action, removed disks are 
then placed on your town area for recruitment at will during the Claim phase.



•	 Your Godi is a divine man, a master of Runes and sacred rituals. 
•	 He is not an aggressive man and he never takes part in direct conflict. He uses his runes to aid 

you and his divine powers can increase your production or manipulate others production. 
•	 Godi uses his convert ability to gain control over Barbarian areas in the beginning of the game, he can 

convert areas with no disks on them, but that is ineffective against other players. 
•	 Godi can buy 3 Runes for 2 gold at sacred locations once per turn, if he is standing on the area.  

He can also refill his own disks on Hof at his home area for 4 wool.
•	 Godi never participates in an attack and if occupying an area during attack, he must retreat to are-

as, owned by his clan. Likewise, he can never enter other player’s areas that have an Axe token on it. 

The disks on Hof represent his Divine Power. He uses his Divine power when he is converting Barbari-
ans and when he is casting Runes. When he is converting, he uses two disks, one to convert and one to gain 
ownership of the area. Because the affected  area was occupied by Barbarians the second disk taken from 
his Hof is not discarded, but placed on his town area. A Barbarian has joined him as extra recruitment and 
can be placed on any unit building (Hof, Virki or Verslun) during the Claim phase at the end of the round.  
Godi cannot put extra defence disks on claimed areas, only the Berserkur.

Godi has the area influence ability to gain or block production on areas. If you end your turn on an area 
that you own, you will gain +1 resource in the Claim phase.

Also, if Godi ends his movement and is standing on another player’s area, that does NOT have an Axe 
token on it, that player does not receive ANY resources from that area in the Claim phase.

Attacks: Barbarian areas only (converts) 
Moves: Two areas per card used.

SPECIAL ABILITY 
Gaines resources - Blocks resources. When standing on own area +1 resource - 

if standing on an area owned by another player, that area gives no resource.

- Can convert Barbarian areas. 
- Can increase production by +1 on own area or       
   block production on other player’s unprotected  
   areas by standing there at Claim phase. 
- Can use 1 card & 1 disk to cast up to 2 Runes.
- Can block areas from having Runes thrown on    
   them by other players, when standing on area.
- Can remove Runes from areas - pay 1 gold.
- Can move, do an action, then continue to move
   with the same move card.
- Can refill own disks.

SUMMARY

REFILL COST 4 x

Divine token 
When placed on OWN area, it 
gives +1 resource of the area type 
in the Claim phase.
Sea move 
You can move your Knerrir up to 
10 sea squares with ONE Knerrir 
card. Discard after use.
Defence 
When placed on OWN area, it 
gives +1 defence on the area.

No resources - Curse 
Place on other player’s areas, no 
resources from the area. 

Theirs are yours - Curse 
When placed on other player’s 
areas, you receive the resources 
and not the area owner. 
Twice the resource 
When placed on OWN area, it  
gives you + 2 resources from the 
area it stands on. 

godi

Only ONE Rune of the same type can be placed on any area (except home areas and Sacred Locations - 
nothing can be placed there). If an area is overtaken by other players and the area has Runes on it, the 
Runes stay on the area - so does their effects. When a Rune has been placed on an area, it can only be 
removed if a Godi goes to the area and pays 1 gold coin to remove the Rune from the area. It does NOT 
cost an action to remove a Rune - only 1 gold per Rune removed. The removed Rune is placed back into 
the draw pile. Godi can remove other players Runes and own unlimited number of Runes. Only 1 
Curse Rune can be on the same area at the same time.

All areas other players Godi are standing on are immune to Runes; you can never cast a Rune on an area 
that is occupied by other players Godi. When placing a “Theirs are yours” Rune on other players area 
giving resources to you, place a disk on Rune (taken from discard pile) to show ownership of the Rune 
cast. The Curse Runes are the only Runes that can be placed on other players areas, all other Runes can 
only be placed on own players are, but if overtaken the new owner also gains the effect.

GODI RUNES 
Godi has the ability to throw Runes. Use ONE card to use up to TWO Runes - He must ALSO discard one 
divine power - ONE DISK. Runes can be thrown on any area on the board from any distance!  He can 
use as many runes as he wants each turn, he just needs to have the cards and divine powers available 
to use - disks present on his Hof. Store your bought Runes on your town area.



•	 Everybody likes gold, but your Kaupmadur loves it a little more! He is your expert trader and 
deal maker. 

•	 He trades in his home area, but he can also trade in other Villages. He can trade resources for 
gold or some resources for other resources. To trade, he needs one action and he can trade as 
much as he likes this turn. 

•	 When he moves, he can move TWO areas with one card. 
•	 If a Kaupmadur ends his movement on a Village, he will gain ONE gold during the Claim phase. 
•	 Kaupmadur never participates in attacks as such but if he is occupying an area during an 

attack, he can stay in that area. 
•	 Kaupmadur can pass any area freely, except areas with Axe tokens on them, and he is the only 

unit that can access other player’s home areas. See more advanced  play options - Forced Trade.

The disks on his Verslun building represent goods tokens of his choice, but not gold.

As a superb trader, he can buy areas from Barbarians. When buying (overtaking) from Barbarians, 
he pays two goods for the area. He can buy any area he wants, except a Barbarian camp - but he needs 
to have enough disks on his Verslun. He can never buy areas from other players!

When buying from the Barbarians, he gets a one time bonus - one good of the area type.

Example: He wants to buy a forest area that has no disk on it, therefore occupied by the Barbarians. 
He takes two goods (disks) from his Verslun building, ONE disk to his unused disks discard pile and 
placing his other disk on the area to claim it.  Then he would take ONE wood token from the “bank”, 
his one-time bonus, and place it on his wood crate in his storage area on the player board. 

Kaupmadur can ONLY pay for the area with the disks he has on his Verslun - not enough disks - means 
not possible to buy. He cannot use available resources in the storage for this purpose.

Kaupmadur can trade as much as he wants with one card in any Village. He can only trade with the 
goods currently in his storage at the time of the trade.

Kaupmadur can trade AND / OR refill all units building disks at the same time with one card at his 
home area. The goods need to be available for trade and refill at his storage to do this. 

For example: Kaupmadur goes to his home area by using one card. Then he uses another card to 
refill all disks; he pays 4 meat to refill Virki disks, 4 wool to refill Hof disks & finally 4 hide to refill his 
own Verslun disks. He takes the goods needed from his storage on his player board.
If he did not have the required goods, he could first have made a trade, by using one card then re-
filled his building disks with another card after he was done trading the resources needed. He can 
only trade with goods currently on his storage at the time of trade. 

Kaupmadur can draw 3 Runes from Sacred Location, if standing there, by paying 2 gold coins.

Attacks: Buys areas from Barbarians only. 
Moves: Two areas per card used.

SPECIAL ABILITY 
Trades resources to gold.

Can refill all buildings with one action.

- Can buy areas from Barbarians for 2 disks. 
- Can trade resources for other resources or gold   
   at Home area and Villages.
- Can do trade & refill with one action at home    
   areas.
- Gaines 1 gold during Claim phase,  
   if standing on a Village.
- Can buy Runes at Sacred locations. 
- Can move, do an action, then continue to move
   with the same move card.

SUMMARY

REFILL COST 4 x

kaupmadur

Kaupmadur does all his trade according to the Trade table, 
seen on the main board. He can trade 1 vs 1 within both 
the basic group (meat, timber, wool & hide) and mine group 
(stone & iron). 
When he trades any goods from the basic group to mine 
group, he needs to pay two basic goods for one mine good. 
If he wants to trade for gold, he would need 4 of any type 
from the basic group to get 1 gold or 2 from the mine group 
to get 1 gold. To get 3 gold he would need 8 basic or 4 mine.  
 
His Force Trade with players is done according to Trade 
table. See more advanced options.



Knerrir is your sea transport. He moves you between harbour areas on the islands, following the ocean 
squares marked on the board; spiral circles connected with a dotted sea route line. Each ocean square 
counts as one movement. One Knerrir card - moves him 3 ocean squares.

Knerrir can take all three of your units each time and he never participates in direct conflict. Knerrir 
cannot be attacked. Knerrir is activated each time any of your units wants to sail from ANY harbour 
area, marked with an anchor symbol. Units on board Knerrir are inactive while sailing.

TO SAIL: 
Use a card to move a unit figure to a harbour area, where your Knerrir will start his journey. Knerrir 
counts as interconnected part of your area so you can move your unit directly onto the Knerrir if he 
is at a harbour you own, with the same card. When your unit arrives at the harbour, switch the unit 
with the Knerrir on your player board harbour by placing the unit on the harbour icon on your player 
board and then place the Knerrir onto the harbour your unit is moving from. Your unit is now on board 
the Knerrir.  Move the Knerrir by laying out Knerrir cards. When entering the destination area harbour, 
remove the unit from your player board and place it on the area you entered. Units can move freely from 
there, it does not cost extra movement to move from the Knerrir onto the land area he has just entered. 
Place the Knerrir back on the player board harbour. The Knerrir is now available to be used for other 
units on other harbour locations. If the Knerrir is on the game board, it cannot be activated by other units 
elsewhere.

Knerrir can pick up & drop units during his movement. Some building upgrades or Runes enable Knerr-
ir to move +2 further than the basic 3 squares per Knerrir card. While moving, Knerrir can use a 
movement to go to a Harbour - drop off or pick up any number of units - then continue his current action 
movement - activated with one card. 

Example: A player’s Knerrir has received a building upgrade that enables him to move +2 ocean squares 
with one card. His Berserkur is on board (as can be seen by his Berserkur figure standing on the harbour 
area on his player board). He uses one move to move one square, then another to move to a harbour. 
There, he drops of his Berserkur by moving his Berserkur figure from his home harbour to the newly en-
tered harbour area on the main board (this does not cost extra movement for the Berserkur). His Godi 
was standing on the area the Knerrir just entered. A Godi card is placed down as a movement action to 
move the Godi onto the Knerrir (Godi figure is placed on the home harbour on the player board to show 
that he is currently sailing - also, the Godi cannot “save” his second movement for future turns). Knerrir 
has still 3 moves left from his movement - activated with only one card, so he continues to move three 
ocean squares on the board, ending his movement out on sea. 

Attacks: Never participates. 
Moves: Three ocean squares per card used.

SPECIAL ABILITY 
Can take all 3 units  at the same time.  

Can do a pick up and drop during his movement.

KNERRIR

UPGRAdES
During the game you can upgrade your buildings, enabling you to gain more glory or gold, receive more resources or improve your units. The upgrades are 
divided into 1st level upgrades & 2nd level upgrades. You need to get at least one 1st level upgrade of the same building type before you can get a 2nd level 
upgrade; for example you would first need to buy a level one Virki upgrade before getting a level two Virki upgrade. The upgrade cost is the same for all 1st 
level upgrades (3 timber, 1 iron & 1 gold) and all the 2nd level upgrades cost the same (3 stone, 2 iron & 2 gold). You can buy your second 1st level upgrade 
after you have bought a 2nd level upgrade of the same building type, you don’t have to buy both 1st level upgrades before the 2nd level upgrade.

Each given time, three 1st level upgrades and two 2nd level upgrades of each of the 3 building types (Virki, Hof & Verslun) are available to be bought as 
they are shown face up in their piles. When bought, you turn a new card face up to show the next available upgrade of the given type.

Upgrades always improve your current status, plus for each 1st level upgrade you receive 3 glory & for 2nd level upgrades you receive 5 glory. Glory is only 
received once, when the building is built! Upgrades always give you MORE disks to place on your upgraded building, activated the next time you refill your 
disks. The refill cost for an upgraded building is the same as it is for a normal building; 4 meat for Virki, 4 hide for Verslun & 4 wool for Hof.

Each 1st level upgrade gives you 1 more disk to use and 2nd level upgrades gives you 2 more disks to use of that unit type you are upgrading a building for. 
The maximum amount of disks for each unit type is therefore 10 disks, 12 with the Mead Hall Upgrade. You can only have one of the same upgrade type, 
for example you cannot have two “Alchemist” upgrades on Hof. You can however have one “Alchemist” upgrade on Hof & “Mint” on Verslun - gaining 4 
gold extra each round, therefore stacking the upgrades! An upgrade cannot be sold, but you can discard it & re-shuffle into the pile again if you want it 
replaced. The replacing upgrade must be bought but it gives no glory.



Move your Knerrir +2 
ocean squares with each 
Knerrir card used.

virki

You can have one more 
disks on your Virki, to 
the maximum of 12.
You can move two extra 
areas with each card 
used, total of 3.
Gain one gold for each 
area attacked with your 
Berserkur, every round.
Each Iron mine gives 
you +1 disk to recruit 
during  Claim.

berserkur

+1 hof

Receive one glory for 
each Iron mine you own 
during Claim.
Receive 1 glory for each 
Cattle area you own 
during Claim.
Move your Knerrir +2 
ocean squares with each 
Knerrir card used.
Receive one glory for 
each Quarry you own 
during Claim.

godi

+1
Gain two gold each 
round during Claim.

verslun

Move your Knerrir +2 
ocean squares with each 
Knerrir card used.
Receive one gold for 
each Village you own 
during Claim.
Receive 1 gold for each 
Sheep area you own 
during Claim.
Receive 1 gold for each 
Forest area you own 
during Claim.

kaupmadur

+1
Gain two gold each 
round during Claim.

virki

berserkur

+2 hof

godi

+2 verslun

kaupmadur

+2

3x 3x 3x

5x5x5x

1 glory for each area taken 
from other players this round. 
If no area is taken, you gain  
one glory.
3 glory gained each round  
during Claim.

Any other unit card can be 
used for 1 Berserkur action, 
potentially giving Berserkur + 
1 action each round.
3 gold gained each round  
during Claim.

Berserkur strength increased 
by two. Berserkur now counts 
as 6 in defence.

2ND level upgrades Building cost

3 glory gained each round  
during Claim.

Each Axe token strength is in-
creased by two. Axe tokens now 
count as 4 disks in defence.

Godi can do 1 free action each 
round without using a card.

One free randomly drawn 
Rune each round for each 
Village owned.

If you own a Stone Quarry, 
gain 3 glory each round during 
Claim.

3 glory gained each round  
during Claim.

3 gold gained each round  
during Claim.

Home area actions does not 
require Kaupmadur to be at the 
home area to activate. One free 
home area action each round. 
Larger storage. You can store 8 
resources of any type.

Kaupmadur can trade up to 4 
hide for 4 gold each turn. One 
hide equals one gold.

1st level upgrades Building cost



ROUND & TURN EXAMPLE
1. PLANNING PHASE - Choose your cards.
At the beginning of each round all players choose simultaneously 6 (or 8 after round 5) cards to use 
during their turn. The cards are selected from all of the 24 cards available. You can choose any card 
combination you prefer. When all players have chosen their cards, the remaining cards are put in a 
pile beside the board. As a general rule, the cards cannot be changed during the round. You have to 
play with the cards you chose in the beginning throughout your turn. It is still possible that the round 
evolves in a way that you will not be able to use the chosen cards. If that occurs you can do the 2 -1 
discard rule: during your turn discard any 2 cards from your hand for one card of your choice, in other 
words you could discard your whole deck for 3 new cards. In the easier version, players choose their 
cards only when it is their turn, but in that case it is good to plan the cards ahead to save time. 

2. ACTION PHASE - Execution - Lay down your cards.
Start with the player that currently holds the Starting Player token. That player lays down in front 
of him all of his previously chosen cards. The cards should face up, for everybody to see. 
Example: in this turn you lay down all your 6 cards; 2 Berserkur cards, 2 Kaupmadur card, 1 Godi card 
& 1 Knerrir card. 

Resolve - Play out the card actions.
Play out the actions of the cards- move, attack, convert, trade, upgrade etc. When an action has 
been carried out, turn the card face down to show that it has been used.
Example: You are blue and you are standing on the red players area (a), which you entered in pre-
vious round without declaring an attack (as you were out of actions). On that square there are 3 red 
disks. Your first Berserkur card (triangle 1) is used to declare an attack against the red player. You 
use 3 of your 6 disks available from Virki to neutralize the other player´s 3 disks in the area (b). 
They are all discarded into the disk pile near the player board - you discard your 3 disks and the other 
player discards her 3 disks. Your 4th disk is now placed on the board to mark it yours (c). You need to 
have ALL required disks on the Virki. Not enough disks - not possible to attack. In the Claim phase of 
this round, you will gain resources from this new area.
Use the Berserkur special ability to strengthen your defences - a free action and place the last 2 disks from 
your Virki on this new area which now has 3 disks (d). Your Virki is now empty - it has no disks. You used 
all six disks placed on Virki this turn (3 in the attack, 1 for claiming ownership, 2 for area reinforcement).  
The 2nd Berserkur card (triangle 2) is used to move your Berserkur into the Knerrir (e), by switching 
your Berserkur with the Knerrir on your player board harbour (to indicate that the Berserkur is now  
sailing). The Knerrir, with the Berserkur on board, is ready for a sea move. 

Your 3rd and 4th cards are Kaupmadur cards. One card (triangle 3) is used to move the Kaupmadur 
(circle 2) to the home area (f) and the other card (triangle 4) is used for recruitment of 6 new warrior 
units (disks) and paid for with 4 meat tokens (g), taken from the storage. Place 6 new disks on the 
Virki and it is full again, ready for a new battle in the next round!

Now you have two card left to use, a Godi card & a Knerrir card.   You now use one Godi card 
(triangle 5) to move your Godi (circle 3) to the gold mine area (h), going around the mountains (v) 
as it is not possible to go over them (x).This placement of Godi gives you ONE EXTRA resource from 
that area in the Claim phase of this round. This movement of the Godi (or any other unit) can be 
done within your own area. You can do this to strengthen defences, prepare next round or gain 
access to extra resources. You can use one card to move any of the 3 units freely within your area, 
the number of squares does not matter as long as they are interconnected. You still need the appro-
priate card, the Berserkur card to move Berserkur, the Godi card to move a Godi etc. 

In this turn you have used 2 Berserkur cards for attack and movement onto Knerrir and 2 Kaupmadur 
cards for movement and Virki re-filling of disks and one Godi card to move Godi to the Gold mine. Your 
last card is a Knerrir card (triangle 6), that you use to move your Knerrir 3 squares out on open sea 
(black circles 1, 2 & 3), with the Berserkur on board as can be seen with the Berserkur unit standing 
on the blue players harbour area. You declare that you are done with your turn and the next player 
begins her turn.

Choose your cards

Lay down your cards and carry out the 
actions, card by card.



STARTING PLAYER TOKEN

The starting player token 
indicates who goes first in
the rounds. At the start of 
the game, the starting 
player is selected. 

When the round ends, the starting player token 
is handed over to the player sitting to the left of 
the last starting player, and he is now the new 
starting player. 

The token changes hands every round.

Note that if you are playing the easier version, all the players choose the 6 cards they want to use at the 
beginning of their turn instead of all players choosing at the beginning of the round as normal.

If you are the last player, move to the Build phase of this round after your turn is finished:
 
3. BUILD PHASE - Build 1 upgrade - All players in starting player order.
If you have the right resources at the beginning of the Build phase, you can build a building upgrade. 
You need to have built at least one 1st level building of the building type before you can build a 2nd 
level building. In the example round, no building upgrade was built.  

4. CLAIM PHASE - Claim spoils - All players simultaneously.
A) CLAIM YOUR GLORY POINTS FOR THIS ROUND
Each player receives one glory for every area that has a disk in their colour on it at the Claim phase. 
Blue has 7 disks on the board, so he gains 7 glory and he moves his point’s marker accordingly. He did 
not gain 1 glory extra for overtaking a gold mine previously during his round, because the mine was 
not owned by a player so he only gets 7 glory points total this round.

To make sure that you know what area you have already received glory from, you move a disk onto the 
area marker (resource type image) as a mark that you have claimed the glory from the area.

B) CLAIM RESOURCES, RECRUITS & GOLD COINS
For each disk you have on any area, you gain at least one RESOURCE from that area (Godi can increase 
production if standing on an area when the Claim phase begins & runes can give extra production). Con-

SCORING TOKEN
As you move up the scoring table on your play-
er board, you eventually pass the starting point. 
When that happens the 1st time, you place the 
“50” marker in your colour on the large shield to 
indicate that you have scored more than 50 points.   

As told here to the left, blue received 7 glory 
points and as he counts them he places his “50” 
marker on the large shield as he passes, at his 
6th point. 
If you score more than 100 points, flip over to the 
“100” points side & use the “150/200” marker if 
you pass 150 points.

tinuing with the game example; blue has disks on two 
wood areas – so he gains two timbers, blue has one disk 
on a stone area – so he gains one stone, he also has one 
disk on an iron mine area so blue gains one iron.  
Blue has his disk on the cattle area, so he actually can 
choose if he receives hide or meat. He needs meat as he 
used all of his meat resources to refill his Berserkur 
disks on Virki previously, so he claims one meat. This 
turn, blue took over a sheep area with his Berserkur 
and again he can choose: meat or wool? He takes wool.
Gained goods are placed on the storage space of 
your player board. You can only have up to 5 goods 
of the same type on each of your storage squares.  

This can be upgraded later through building upgrades. All goods that exceed the number cannot be 
taken this round. Gold mines owned gives you 1 gold coin per mine as a basic rule, this can be increased 
through Runes or Godi influence ability. That is the case now as blue has his Godi on his gold mine, so 
he claims one extra gold coin.
If blue had overtaken the Village, he would have gained one disk as a recruitment. You gain nothing 
from your home area! Additionally, if blue had owned a Barbarian camp, he could have bought 1 Axe 
token for 1 gold for each camp owned at this stage.

To make sure that you know what area you have already received from, you move a disk, currently occu-
pying the area, away from the area marker (resource type image) as a mark that you have claimed the 
resources.

C) PLACE RECRUITS & AXE TOKENS  - all players simultaneously. ADVANCE THE TURN MARKER
Place all gained recruits (from Godi convert or Villages) on buildings of your choice, keep in mind that 
buildings can never exceed their current disk limit - if it exceeds you can store the remaining disks on 
the Town area for the next turn. Place any Axe tokens on areas of choice as extra defence, if you prefer 
to keep them until later that is fine. Put all cards that you used this round back on the deck - all cards 
can be chosen again next round. Advance the round token one square on the round chart.  If it is the last 
round, count the round glory points as usual, then convert goods to gold, count the end game glory 
points for most glory, most gold and number of gold and a winner is proclaimed!     
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GAME SCORING

Any area marked 
with your disk

Village taken +
Village lost -

1st level building 
2nd level building

END GAME GLORY
During the game, glory is counted as areas are gained or lost. End game glory only at end of the game!

Each gold owned 1 glory
Most gold coins 
owned 15 glory

If tied, most Gold mines – still tie, most villages  - 
still tie, most Iron mines - still tie, no glory. 

3 glory 
5 glory

Mine gained  +
Mine lost -

Gold mines taken  
or lost

Villages taken  
or lost

Points counted during each Claim phase:

2 glory

2 glory

1 glory

Special thanks: 
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Kickstarter backers and game testers for their  
valuable input.
Family and friends for translation, game  
testing, patience and tolerance, especially  
my wife Hildur Hreinsdóttir.

ROUND & TURN overview
1) PLANNING PHASE - Choose your cards - all players simultaneously.
Rounds 1 - 4, select the 6 cards you aim to use this round, any card combination.
Rounds 5 - 10, select the 8 cards you aim to use this round, any card combination.

2) ACTION PHASE - Execution, lay down your cards & resolve the card actions. 
All players in starting player order, continuing clockwise.

3) BUILDING PHASE - after all players have had their turn.
Buy 1 building upgrade - starting player order, if you have the required resources.
Only the face up token can to be bought. When bought, turn the token underneath face up.

4) CLAIM PHASE - All players simultaneously.

A) Claim glory
From areas, villages & gold mines gained and from building upgrades. 
Move disk onto the area marker to show that area has given glory.

B) Claim resources, gold & recruits
Move disk away from area marker to show that an area has been yielded.

C) Place recruits on buildings, place Axe tokens. Advance turn marker.
New round. If last round of game - convert resources to gold coins according to trade table.

Count end game glory - declare a winner!
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UNIT OVERVIEW
Berserkur - Virki
Moves 1 area - card
 
 
Actions available - 1 card per action: 
Move and / or attack.  
Refill your Berserkur disks.

Godi - Hof
Moves 2 areas - card
 
Actions available - 1 card per action: 
Move, convert, influence area, buy 
runes, use runes or remove runes 
from areas.  Refill your Godi disks. 

Kaupmadur - Verslun
Moves 2 areas - card
 
Actions available - 1 card per action: 
Move, buy land, buy Runes at sacred 
locations, trade and refill all units at 
home areas. Trade in Villages.

Knerrir
Moves 3 areas - card
 
Actions available - 1 card per action: 
Move and transport units. Only on 
sea routes.  Does not overtake land.

Overtakes areas through convert.

Overtakes areas through battle.

Overtakes areas through trade.

Most area owned 
at game end. 10 glory

Upgrades give gold & glory each round: 

UPGRADES GIVE GLORY ONLY WHEN BOUGHT

3 gloryx 3 glory
/ 1 glory for each 

good owned
Give gold each round

? glory
? gold

Not a toy! Not suitable 
for children under 3 
years of age.


